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LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY
An ordinary system, if left alone, will sooner or later 
attain an equilibrium state. 
This equilibrium state depends on the temperature of the 
environment and on external parameters. 
If temperature or the external parameters change slowly 
enough, the system can attain the new equilibrium state 
practically instantaneously, and we speak of a reversiblep y y, p
process. 
On the other hand, if the external parameters vary so 
rapidly that the system has no chance to adapt itrapidly that the system has no chance to adapt, it 
remains away from equilibrium, and we speak of 
irreversibility.

Peter Hertel, Lectures on Theoretical Physics, Linear Response Theory, 
University of Osnabruck, Germany



LINEAR RESPONSE THEORYLINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

When an external field is applied to a system whichWhen an external field is applied to a system which 
is at equilibrium, properties of the system that 
couple to the external field change accordingly.p g g y

For low enough field this change is proportionalFor low enough  field, this change is proportional
to the external field. The proportionality constant is 
usually called the linear response function and 
provides valuable information of the system. 

Ryogo Kubo, Journal of The Physical Society of Japan, 12, 6, (1957), 570 



LINEAR RESPONSE THEORYLINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

Th i i ti t l ti b t th tiThere is an intimate relation between the time 
dependent response functions and dynamical 
properties of the system at equilibriumproperties of the system at equilibrium. 

This relation is expressed by linear response theory 
(LRT) fi t l l f l t d b K b i(LRT), first clearly formulated by Kubo in an 
important paper in 19571. 

LRT is valid when the applied field is very small.

1. Ryogo Kubo, Journal of The Physical Society of Japan, 12, 6, (1957), 570 



LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

Examples of static response functions are specificExamples of static response functions are specific 
heat, magnetic and electric susceptibility, 
isothermal compressibility etc. 

These are very important properties of the system.

In the case of time (or frequency) dependent 
perturbation, the response also becomes time or 
f d d tfrequency dependent.



LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

If the applied field is held constant for a very long 
ti th t th t t ilib i itime, so that the system can come to equilibrium in 
the presence of the field, finding the response is a 
problem of equilibrium statistical mechanicsproblem of equilibrium statistical mechanics. 

But if we want to know the transient response to the 
li d fi ld if th fi ld i i di ll i tiapplied field, or if the field varies periodically in time, 

then it is necessary to go beyond equilibrium 
statistical mechanicsstatistical mechanics. 

We will deal with the response to a static force first. 
Then the theory for a time dependent force will beThen the theory for a time dependent  force will be 
presented.



STATIC LINEAR RESPONSE

Let’s see how the equilibrium linear response is 
d t i ddetermined.

An equilibrium system is described by an unperturbed 
Hamiltonian H(X).

The small applied field is denoted by E (magnetic field or pp y
electric field)

The coupling of the system to the field is described by 
the energy -M(X)E,

M(X) (magnetic moment or  dipole moment) is some known 
function of the state of the system.



STATIC LINEAR RESPONSE

The perturbed Hamiltonian is:

I l i l h i th t b d di t ib ti f tiIn classical mechanics, the unperturbed distribution function 
denoted f(X) is:

where Q is the unperturbed partition function:

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



STATIC LINEAR RESPONSE

The corresponding perturbed quantities are:

In classical statistical mechanics, the perturbed system 
can be expanded about the unperturbed system. To 
first order, it is in linear response:

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



STATIC LINEAR RESPONSE

The expansion of the perturbed distribution is :The expansion of the perturbed distribution is :

These equations contain the unperturbed 
equilibrium average <M> coming from the firstequilibrium average <M>, coming from the first-
order expansion of Q(E). For simplicity, from here 
on we restrict the discussion to cases where <M> =on we restrict the discussion to cases where M   
0.

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



STATIC LINEAR RESPONSE

The average of any dynamical variable A(X), denoted by 
<A; E> :

Where the coefficient         is given by:

describes the average linear response <A; E> 
produced by the applied field.

If A electric dipole moment ,        is the dielectric 
susceptibility. If A magnetic moment,       is the of 
magnetic susceptibilitymagnetic susceptibility.
Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



STATIC LINEAR RESPONSE

Th t h i l i h i il fThe quantum mechanical version has a similar form 
of the average of any dynamical variable A(X) .

The only difference is the replacement of M by its 
Kubo transform     to represent the susceptibility:

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



DYNAMIC LINEAR RESPONSE

C id i ti d d t t l fi ld E(t)Considering a time-dependent external field E(t) 
(magnetic field or electric field)

T fi d th ti d d t f d i lTo find the time-dependent average of a dynamical
variable A, we use the time-dependent distribution 
function f(X; t) instead of f(X) for the static casefunction f(X; t), instead of f(X) for the static case.

Then we look for the way that f(X; t) is affected by
the extra perturbing Hamiltonian M(X)E(t)the extra perturbing Hamiltonian -M(X)E(t).

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



DYNAMIC LINEAR RESPONSE

Th ti d d t di t ib ti f ti b thThe time-dependent distribution function obeys the 
Liouville equation:

i hi h L i th t b d Li ill t L f iin which L0 is the unperturbed Liouville operator. L0f is 
the Poisson bracket of H and f, and L1f is the Poisson 
bracket of -M and fbracket of M and f. 
Poisson bracket

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



DYNAMIC LINEAR RESPONSE

T fi d th fi t d t E(t) d fTo find the first-order response to E(t), we expand f 
in powers of E, using f0 and f1 to denote the terms 
of zeroth and first order in E:of zeroth and first order in E:

f0 is the initial equilibrium condition,
f is the perturbation termf1 is the perturbation term,

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



DYNAMIC LINEAR RESPONSE

Th bt i th ti d d t fThen we can obtain the time-dependent average of 
some dynamic variable A(X), such as the electric 
dipole moment or the magnetic momentdipole moment or the magnetic moment, 

In typical applications, the equilibrium averages of 
both A and M vanish Then an equilibrium averageboth A and M vanish. Then an equilibrium average 
can be obtained,

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



DYNAMIC LINEAR RESPONSE

If d fi th ti d d t f tiIf we define the time-dependent response function 
analog of the static susceptibility,

Th bt i th t d d liThen we obtain the standard linear response 
formular:

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



DYNAMIC LINEAR RESPONSE

Th t h i l i h i il fThe quantum mechanical version has a similar form 
of the average of any dynamical variable A(X,t) .

The only difference is the form of the response 
function :function :

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



FREQUENCY DEPENDENT RESPONSEQ

P i di ll i t l fi ld ft d iPeriodically varying external fields are often used in 
experiments, then the response at the frequency of 
the perturbation can be measuredthe perturbation can be measured. 

With a Fourier transform, the standard linear 
f l b ittresponse formular can be written as:

where the response function              is a one-sided 
Fourier transform of .Fourier transform of             .

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



THE MOBILITY OF A SINGLE ION IN SOLUTION

Th l l ti f th bilit f i l i i l tiThe calculation of the mobility of a single ion in solution.

The ion has a charge e and interacts with an external 
if l t i fi ld E i th di tiuniform electric field E in the x direction. 

The perturbation Hamiltonian is -eE(t)x. 
The quantity M is ex.

The mobility of the ion is its average velocity (v), 

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



THE MOBILITY OF A SINGLE ION IN SOLUTION

The frequency-dependent average of the mobility of the 
i b l l t d bion can be calculated by:

The response function            can be written as:

Where the velocity correlation function decays y y
exponentially,

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

Fi di i f th f d d t Finding an expression for the frequency-dependent 
magnetic susceptibility of a material.

The external field is a time-dependent magnetic field 
B(t).

The quantity M is the total magnetic moment of the 
system.
A i th ti ti M/V h V i th l fA is the magnetization M/V, where V is the volume of 
the system.

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

The frequency-dependent average of the variable, A, is

The response function          , which is also the p
frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility, can be 
written as:

Or, written as another expression,

Robert Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, Oxford University Press, 2001



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

Th d i l f th l t i i t iThe dynamical response of the solvent is importance in 
the understanding of chemical reaction rates in solution.

Th d i l f th l t i i i t d tThe dynamical response of the solvent is originated at 
changes in the interaction potential with the solute.

The linear response theory can be applied to describes 
the solvation dynamics by the time correlation function 
for fluctuations in the solvation energyfor fluctuations in the solvation energy.

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

I th i t th d i l f thIn the experiment, the dynamical response of the 
solvent is described by the experimental response 
function:function:

Where          is the difference of the interaction energies:

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171 175



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

Withi li th th l ti d i iWithin linear response theory, the solvation dynamics is 
described by the time correlation function: 

Where is the fluctuations in the solvationWhere               is the fluctuations in the solvation
energy:

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171 175



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

Th i f th l ti d i d ib d bThe comparison of the solvation dynamics described by 
the experimental response function, S(t) , and  the 
theoretical time correlation function, C(t), clarifiestheoretical time correlation function, C(t), clarifies 
whether linear response theory is valid or not for a 
system under investigation.

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

I t d t 255 l t t dInvested system: 255 solvent argon atoms, and a 
single argon solute atom.
MD simulations were performedMD simulations were performed.
The solvent-solvent and solvent-solute interactions 
were described by the Lennard-Jones potential:y p

: size parameter representing changes in the molecular geometry 
with electronic excitation.

polari abilit parameter representing the ell depth of:  polarizability parameter representing the well-depth of 
intermolecular interactions.

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

Comparison between S(t) and C(t) with changing of the Comparison between S(t) and C(t) with changing of the 
well-depth parameter 

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175



SOLVATION DYNAMICS

Comparison between S(t) and C(t) with changing of the 
size parameter size parameter 

Edson Bernardi, etc. Chemical Physics Letters 407 (2005) 171-175



PROTEIN STRUCTURAL CHANGE UPON 
LIGAND BINDING

Linear Response Theory can be used to explain and 
predict the structural change of proteins upon ligand 
bindingbinding.

By regarding ligand binding as an external perturbationBy regarding ligand binding as an external perturbation, 
the structural change as a response is described by 
atomic fluctuations in the ligand-free form and the 
protein-ligand interactions

Mitsunori Ikeguchi, etc. Physical Review Letters, 94 078102 (2005)



PROTEIN STRUCTURAL CHANGE UPON 
LIGAND BINDING

The Hamiltonian of the bound state,

The response,

with the response function,

Mitsunori Ikeguchi, etc. Physical Review Letters, 94 078102 (2005)



PROTEIN STRUCTURAL CHANGE UPON 
LIGAND BINDING

What we are interested in is the expectation of the 
coordinate shift of atom i in the protein with the 
perturbation of the ligand binding:perturbation of the ligand binding:

where f is the external force acting on atom j andwhere fj is the external force acting on atom j, and  
is the variance-covariance matrix of the atomic 

fluctuations in the ligand-free state.g

Mitsunori Ikeguchi, etc. Physical Review Letters, 94 078102 (2005)



PROTEIN STRUCTURAL CHANGE UPON 
LIGAND BINDING

Structure change of FBP upon binding of Fe3+. 
Red: Experimental structural changes of C-alfa atoms
Green: predicted structural changes of C-alfa atoms

Mitsunori Ikeguchi, etc. Physical Review Letters, 94 078102 (2005)
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